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	Long-term evolution (LTE) indoor coverage is becoming important day

	by day due to multilayer design and high traffic-building premises. Nowadays, it is

	true that user expectations from operator’s indoor high-quality services and capacity

	availability provides a well-promised opportunity to offer improved LTE services

	with appropriate traffic revenues. Customers expect indoor faster Internet connections

	than ever and theywould not tolerate slowconnections.Wireless network indoor

	capacity for data services will become more important in the near future. As a result,

	indoor LTE radio design is one of the key elements to provide a high-quality service

	to meet the user demand for a high-capacity mobile network.
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Recent Advances in Formal Languages and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006
The theory of formal languages is widely accepted as the backbone of theoretical computer science. It mainly originated from mathematics (combinatorics, algebra, mathematical logic) and generative linguistics. All human problem solving capabilities can be considered in a certain sense as a manipulation of symbols and structures composed by symbols,...
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FrameMaker 6: Beyond the BasicsNew Riders Publishing, 2001
FrameMaker's complex functionality can cause problems for even  the most advanced user. A simple fix to one problem might throw off multiple  functions in your document, which costs you time and money and deters  innovation. The key to your success with FrameMaker is to understand the program  holistically. Targeted at the...
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Applied Numerical Methods W/MATLAB: for Engineers & ScientistsMcGraw-Hill, 2011


	This book is designed to support a one-semester course in numerical methods. It has been

	written for students who want to learn and apply numerical methods in order to solve problems

	in engineering and science. As such, the methods are motivated by problems rather

	than by mathematics. That said, sufficient theory is provided so...
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Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) SecurityDigital Press, 2004
"Voice Over Internet Protocol Security is both unique and timely.  Ransome and Rittinghouse expertly describe the technical fundamentals, salient business drivers, and converged network infrastructure security risks and challenges IT and security professionals encounter when implementing enterprise-level VoIP systems." - William M....
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Sams Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book on the Twitter API is geared to the programmer who is just a bit past
	beginner—who knows the basics of LAMP, including how to set up a basic server,
	PHP, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. You do not have to be an expert programmer to
	use this book, but you should know how to look things up. In writing this book, we
	have tried...
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Advanced Thermodynamics for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1996
Particularly strong on worked examples.,Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

   Although the basic theories of thermodynamics are adequately covered by a number of existing texts, there is little literature that addresses more advanced topics. In this comprehensive work the author redresses this balance, drawing on his...
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